Apps Now Being Developed for
Global Vaccine Passport

The Commons Project and the World Economic Forum developed a
company that created the CommonPass app that’s intended to act
as a health passport that allows users to upload medical data
such as a COVID-19 test result or proof of vaccination, for a
health passport in order to travel or attend certain events.
The vaccine passport was planned well before the COVID-19
pandemic.
Vaccine passports are here and expected to become
“widely available” during the first half of 2021
The passports will be attached to cellphone apps that
track and trace your COVID-19 test results and
vaccination status
The Commons Project and the World Economic Forum created
the Common Trust Network, which developed the CommonPass
app that’s intended to act as a health passport in the
near future
The app allows users to upload medical data such as a
COVID-19 test result or proof of vaccination, which then
generates a QR code that you will show to authorities as
your health passport in order to travel or attend
certain events
Getting health passports to become a new normal has been
part of the plan all along for the Commons Project,
which began developing software that tracks medical data
well before the COVID-19 pandemic
Now partnered with the World Economic Forum, CommonPass

represents the beginning stage of mass tracking and
tracing, under the guise of keeping everyone safe from
infectious disease; it is part and parcel of the Great
Reset and the fourth industrial revolution
Vaccine passports, hastily ushered in as a byproduct of the
COVID-19 pandemic, are expected to become “widely available”
during the first half of 2021. “Rest assured, the nerds are on
it,” Brian Behlendorf, executive director of Linux Foundation,
told CNN Business.1
The Linux Foundation has partnered with IBM, the COVID-19
Credentials Initiative and CommonPass, a digital “health
passport,” in order to develop vaccine credential apps that
will be applicable globally.
If the initiative is successful, you’ll likely be required to
pull up a vaccine certificate on your phone showing when and
where you were vaccinated, along with which type of vaccine,
in order to get on a plane or attend an indoor event, such as
a concert, for starters.
“If we’re successful, you should be able to say: I’ve got a
vaccine certificate on my phone that I got when I was
vaccinated in one country, with a whole set of its own kind of
health management practices … that I use to get on a plane to
an entirely different country and then I presented in that new
country a vaccination credential so I could go to that concert
that was happening indoors for which attendance was limited to
those who have demonstrated that they’ve had the vaccine,”
Behlendorf said.2
The notion of having to present proof of a voluntary medical
procedure in order to travel or attend public events is
unprecedented in the U.S., but is being presented as a measure
to protect public health. In reality, your freedom to go about
your normal, daily life is being threatened, unless you
consent to receiving a COVID-19 vaccine. And this may only be

the beginning.
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The Commons Project and the World Economic Forum created the
Common Trust Network, which developed the CommonPass app
that’s intended to act as a health passport in the near
future.
The app allows users to upload medical data such as a COVID-19
test result or proof of vaccination, which then generates a QR
code that you will show to authorities as your health
passport.
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The proposed common framework “for safe border

reopening” around the world involves the following:4
1. Every nation must publish their health screening
criteria for entry into the country using a standard
format on a common framework
2. Each country must register trusted facilities that
conduct COVID-19 lab testing for foreign travel and
administer vaccines listed in the CommonPass registry
3. Each country will accept health screening status from
foreign visitors through apps and services built on the
CommonPass framework
4. Patient identification is to be collected at the time of
sample collection and/or vaccination using an
international standard
5. The CommonPass framework will be integrated into flight
and hotel reservation check-in processes
Eventually, the CommonPass framework will be integrated with
already existing personal health apps such as Apple Health and
CommonHealth. If you want to travel, your personal health
record will be evaluated and compared to a country’s entry
requirements, and if you don’t meet them, you’ll be directed

to an approved testing and vaccination location.
The groundwork for CommonPass was laid out in an April 21,
2020, white paper by The Rockefeller Foundation,5 and is part
of the rollout of global surveillance and social control known
as “the Great Reset.”
According to CNN, “Airlines including Cathay Pacific, JetBlue,
Lufthansa, Swiss Airlines, United Airlines and Virgin
Atlantic, as well as hundreds of health systems across the
United States and the government of Aruba,” have already
partnered with the Common Trust Network and their CommonPass
app.
Read full article here…

